School compelled to close and all exams cancelled once two of students are
infected with epidemic … Who will come to my rescue?
As soon as two of students are infected, the school having thousands of students must be shut down at once!
Education being interrupted is truly inefficiency and troublesome, grumbles and resentments from students and
parents are without end!

iCare A37

iCare A37 equips with dual functions of temperature measurement and access control
together. Under the protection of this powerful solution, the high-risk group of COVID-19 can
be ferreted out within 0.5 seconds without any concealment.

Features
Temperature measurement + face recognition access control combined together, 8-inch panel exquisite design integrated
Accurate temperature measurement within 0.5 seconds, infrared temperature dot matrix analysis supports live detection, no leak
found in epidemic prevention
Super powerful algorithm, combined with intelligent learning, can recognize accurately even mask on
Large capacity can hold a database containing 24,000 face photos + 160,000 access control records
Can monitor the protection situation at any time through the big data stored in back-end system, and improve the efficiency of
implementation and reduce the risk of infection
Flexible installation for indoor and semi-outdoor scenes
Intelligent platform can be set up by multiple persons and by multi-level management, and decentralized security, and data backup
as well
Support both of the private cloud deployment in enterprise internal and external SaaS platform decentralized deployment
Automatically identify people not wearing face masks, and set to give the alarm
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No worry, just entrust your epidemic

rpevention task to iCare A37

Exclusive patented

Built-in temperature measurement

Infrared dot matrix analysis algorithm to measure
forehead temperature accurately

Exquisite design integrated with face recognition

Live detection
Support binocular live detection,
offering anti-deception on photos
and mobile phones

Applications

School Gate

Security Office

Commissary Entrance

Food Court Entrance

Classroom Entrance

Staff Office

Hall Entrance

Parking Lot Entrance

